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A water treatment works (WTW) in South Wales has had its control
system completely upgraded, without any disruption of supply to
the 70,000 people it serves. The new control system is built around
automation equipment from Mitsubishi Electric that has delivered
increased reliability and performance, which in turn has allowed
the plant to achieve its maximum processing capacity.
The Nantybwch WTW is owned and operated by Dwr Cymru Welsh
Water (DCWW) and has been supplying potable water to local towns in
South Wales since the works was first built in 1993. However, by 2013,
the original control system was beginning to show its age and was in
need of an upgrade. Not only did DCWW want to ensure ongoing
reliability, but it also needed to make sure the facility could meet the
capacity of a growing population in the local area.

To help with the design, installation and commissioning, a local system
integrator Oasis Software Solutions (OSS) was brought in. The team at
OSS soon realised that enhancements could be made on multiple
levels using state-of-the-art Mitsubishi Electric control systems.

To assure reliability of the water treatment process, system redundancy
was a necessity. To meet this requirement, OSS decided to base the
upgrade on two pairs of redundant Mitsubishi Electric MELSEC-Q
Series programmable logic controllers (PLCs). Each redundant system
would have two central processor units (CPUs) and a mix of traditional

I/O and remote I/O. The remote I/O would be connected via a number of
different networks, some using fibre optic MELSECNet/ H and others
using Profibus.

The dual redundant CPUs (control and standby) mean that any failure
of the control CPU causes immediate transfer of control to the backup,
preventing system failure or interruption. Switchover time is typically
around 20–40ms, ensuring a smooth and near instantaneous transfer.
Because the CPUs reside on physically separate racks, the control
CPU can also be replaced while the backup maintains system
operation. Most parts are interchangeable with standard Q Series
systems, which helps to control both purchase cost and total cost of
ownership.

Neil MacDonald, Managing Director of Oasis Software Solutions,
explained: “The mixture of technologies used for the remote I/O
solutions demonstrates the flexibility and versatility of the Mitsubishi
Electric MELSEC-Q Series solution.

“Where the system required low density I/O and a Profibus network was
already available to interface with inverter drives, we used a slice I/O
solution.” This guaranteed component compatibility across the network
and also saved both time and money at the commissioning stage.

“For critical areas of the process, a fully redundant MELSECNET/H
solution was provided with the capability of utilising high density I/O
modules, connected to a high speed, high integrity fibre optic network. A
fibre optic Ethernet ring was installed to provide peer to peer PLC
communications and SCADA networking, offering a modern, future
proof interface that adhered to the DCWW AS427 Industrial Network
Communications standard.”

Other aspects of the project that contributed to the overall upgrade
included augmenting existing instrumentation, replacing existing
variable-speed motor drives, modifications to improve the water
treatment process, replacing local loop controllers and panels, plus a
new SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) system.

The design and planning stages of the project ran smoothly and the
decision to go for a Mitsubishi Electric solution meant many of the
supply and integration issues with legacy equipment were easily
addressed.

Today the redundant systems ensure that Nantybwch’s daily potable
water requirement of 20 megalitres is satisfied, while the improvements
to the control system and processes mean that the plant is easily
capable of increasing supply to 30 megalitres per day in order to take
care of future demands.
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Note:
See how Mitsubishi Electric is able to respond to today’s automation
demands in the water industry:
eu3a.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/en/solutions/industries/water
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Picture 1: A water treatment works (WTW) in South Wales has had its
control system completely upgraded, without any disruption of supply to
the 70,000 people it serves.
[Source: Dwr Cymru Welsh Water]

Picture 2: To assure reliability of the water treatment process, system
redundancy was a necessity. To meet this requirement, OSS decided to
base the upgrade on two pairs of redundant Mitsubishi Electric
MELSEC-Q Series programmable logic controllers (PLCs).
[Source: Dwr Cymru Welsh Water]

Picture 3: Mitsubishi Electric MELSEC-Q Series PLCs are designed to
provide a high functionality platform for automation, suitable for a wide
range of applications across the full spectrum of industrial sectors.
[Source: Dwr Cymru Welsh Water]

Picture 4: Today the redundant systems ensure that Nantybwch’s daily
potable water requirement of 20 megalitres is satisfied, while the
improvements to the control system and processes mean that the plant
is easily capable of increasing supply to 30 megalitres per day in order
to take care of future demands.
[Source: Dwr Cymru Welsh Water]
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